Abstract-Severe cochannel interference in wireless cellular networks significantly affects users at cell edges. We propose a cost-effective cochannel interference avoidance (CIA) medium access control (MAC) scheme to improve network performance. For CIA-MAC, base stations judged as severe interferers transmit randomly and transmission is controlled by wireless channel states to optimize the overall network performance while maintaining proportional fairness amongst users. The conditions for triggering CIA-MAC are derived and two simple trigger mechanisms are obtained. The CIA-MAC scheme requires low signalling overhead and only minor changes to the existing mobile systems. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme, CIA-MAC, significantly outperforms traditional networks through avoidance of severe cochannel interference as well as exploitation of multiuser diversity through cross-layer design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cellular networks are becoming increasingly interference limited as more users need to share the same spectrum to achieve high-rate multimedia communication. In typical cellular systems, cochannel interference (CCI) is one of the major factors limiting system capacity, especially as these systems move towards aggressive frequency reuse scenarios. While the overall system spectral efficiency may improve with aggressive frequency reuse, the performance of cell-edge users degrades substantially. A commonly used method to avoid CCI is to assign different sets of channels to neighboring cells and a good summary of channel assignment can be found in [1] . One recent popular approach to reducing interference for cell edge users is through fractional frequency reuse (FFR) [2] , [3] . With FFR, a lower frequency reuse is specified for users at the cell edge, while full frequency reuse is applied for cell-center users. This improves the throughput performance of cell-edge users since they experience lower levels of interference. In order to further improve frequency reuse efficiency, CCI can be mitigated by advanced digital signal processing techniques [4] , [5] . However, these techniques usually have high complexity and therefore, result in high costs for mobile equipments MEs. For downlink transmission, CCI can be mitigated by joint pre-processing and encoding techniques among base stations (BSs) [6] , [7] , or avoided by using cooperative scheduling among BSs [8] , both of which require a lot of instantaneous information exchange. Recently, contention based schemes are also developed for CCI avoidance in addition to an intracellular centralized medium access control (MAC) protocol. In [9] , each ME or BS keeps on broadcasting busy-tone signals located at the mini-slot of every data frame to prevent potential interferers from transmitting and every BS or ME must listen to the mini-slots before transmission. With a large amount of signalling overhead, this scheme effectively avoids CCI without considering fairness amongst users and a group of greedy users may keep on broadcasting busy-tone signals, which always prevent others from transmitting.
In this paper, we will develop a cost effective cochannel interference avoidance (CIA) MAC to deal with downlink transmission with severe CCI, especially for cell-edge users. The proposed CIA-MAC scheme maintains backward compatibility and requires only minor system improvement. The key idea of the proposed scheme is to randomize transmission of CIA-MAC links to automatically improve performance of users severely interfered. In particular, the scheme provides fair transmission opportunities for users affected by CCI. We note that although the use of randomization for collision avoidance is used extensively for uplink random access channels and wireless local-area network (LAN) systems, its use for automatically controlling the level of downlink interference per link is novel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system is briefly described in Section II. In Section III, we introduce how CIA-MAC works with details. In Section IV, we address the rule for triggering CIA-MAC and illustrate its operation by an example. Performance enhancement is demonstrated through simulation results in Section V. Finally, conclusions and possible future extensions are given in Section VI.
II. NETWORK WITH CIA
As complicated multiuser detection and CCI cancelation algorithms can be implemented at the BS for uplink CCI mitigation, we focus on downlink transmission. Users in a cellular network are categorized into two classes: those experiencing no or slight CCI and those suffering from severe CCI. The first class of users will be scheduled by traditional centralized MAC while the second will be first accepted by traditional call admission control policies and scheduled by the proposed MAC to improve performance.
To enable the proposed MAC, each ME measures the average interference-to-carrier ratio (ICR) of neighboring BS k, which is defined to be
where h and P are the channel power gain and transmit power of the desired link while h k and P k correspond to these of interfering link from BS k. E() is the average over a sliding window of past data and tracks channel slow fading, i.e. it is a local mean and averages the effect of fast fading [1] .This definition of average will also apply in the following paragraphs. In Section IV, we will discuss trigger selection and present an example.
If all BSs causing severe interference keep on transmitting, packet reception at the interfered MEs will always fail. However, if the interferers do not transmit in some time slots, some packets at the MEs will be received successfully. It is unfair if an interfering BS is always silent or transmitting. If there is scheduling collaboration among BSs, the interfering BSs may transmit in turn. However, this incurs huge signalling overhead. If there is no scheduling collaboration among BSs, we arrange those BSs to transmit randomly when they are either identified as severe interferers or their receivers are experiencing severe CCI. The random transmission of all BSs should be managed such that overall network performance, as well as fairness amongst all users, are jointly optimized. Hence, besides traditional MAC, a complementary MAC is used in the BS for optimizing the random transmission either experiencing severe CCI or causing severe CCI to MEs in neighboring cells. The new complementary MAC aims to improve the cellular throughput through cochannel interference avoidance, which is, therefore, called CIA-MAC. In the following, we consider only BSs and MEs controlled by CIA-MAC which is optimized by cross-layer design to fully exploit the system capacity and multiuser diversity while maintaining fairness.
The following definitions will be used in the subsequent discussion:
interference to ME m}: set of links whose transmission will bring severe interference to ME m; • T (i,j) = {m|∀m ∈ M, ME m is severely interfered by transmission at link (i, j)}: set of MEs severely interfered Figure 1 , we have B = {1, 2, · · · , 7} and M = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10}. The transmission from BS 1 to ME 1 on channel 1 is severely interfered by transmission from BS 2 to ME 5. Meanwhile, BS 1 also causes severe CCI to MEs 3, 7, and 8. Hence,
III. OPERATION OF CIA-MAC
In this section, we describe the principle of CIA-MAC. Figure 2 shows MAC transmission and frame structure. From the figure, time is divided into slots with length S. The MAC layer of each link independently sends a MAC frame at the beginning of each slot with probability p. The channel state information is known, which can be achieved through channel estimation in pilots. Furthermore, the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is also assumed to be ideal, and any error inside a frame can be detected by CRC and will result in drop of the frame. Errors within a MAC frame are assumed to be uniformly and independently distributed. Each frame contains L f symbols in which L d symbols carry data. Once the MAC layer makes a decision to transmit a frame, it will be continuously transmitted by the physical (PHY) layer.
In traditional network, MAC makes transmission decision based on buffer status and quality of service QoS requirement and does not utilize PHY knowledge. Hence, when MAC decides to transmit a frame, the physical channel may be in a deep fade, which wastes bandwidth and power resources. On the other hand, MAC may decide on no transmission while the PHY layer is experiencing high channel gain. With cross-layer design, MAC decides whether to transmit or not according to PHY information. We assume a block fading channel [10] , that is, the channel state remains constant during each MAC frame. If a channel power gain at a time slot, h, is above a predetermined threshold H, MAC transmits a frame. As wireless channels are inherently random, MAC transmission is also randomized and threshold H will determine MAC transmission probability. Across the whole network, the selection of H at MAC and transmission at PHY should be jointly optimized for all BSs subject to their power constraints. Here, we subject transmission optimization to both average power constraint P a and instantaneous power constraint P m while assuring fairness to other users.
Our previous work in decentralized optimization for multichannel random access [11] can be used to optimize operations of this kind of network as well. Using a proportional fair metric [12] , a decomposition technique is applied leading to a feasible suboptimal decentralized solution. The solution maximizes throughput product rather than summation, i.e., geometric average rather than arithmetic average of all links. Some analysis has been given in [12] from a game-theoretic standpoint and shown that a strategy achieving proportional fairness satisfies certain axioms of fairness [13] . With proportional fairness, the network will be operated such that no user can improve its throughput without affecting at least one user adversely. Besides fairness assurance, our solution in [11] also performs close to the globally optimal approach, which requires complete network knowledge and is too complicated to determine and implement.
Denote the probability cumulative distribution function of channel power gain as F (h) and the cardinality of T (i,j) as |T (i,j) |. The optimal channel gain threshold for any link
and the corresponding transmission probability is
where
, the optimal threshold of link (i, j) depends only on |T (i,j) |, the number of MEs severely interfered by transmission at link (i, j). This knowledge can be shared by the base stations of neighboring cells. |T (i,j) | changes only when severelyinterfered MEs have large status variation that results in obvious change of ICR in (1) to go across the trigger. For example, an existing traffic session ends, a new one starts, or ME movement makes either a new ME severely interfered or an existing ME no longer severely interfered. These variation will trigger the update of |T (i,j) |.
In the PHY layer, consider channel inversion, where each BS transmits to maintain a constant received power level so that the signals can be reliably detected. Once MAC decides to transmit according to channel gain h, the transmit power is directly given by P (i,j) (h) = P r /h, where P r is the power level for reliable receiver detection. Given H * in (2), the received power level is optimized by [11] 
However, when H * (i,j) is very small, e.g. close to 0, |T (i,j) | = 0 and (4) turns out to be zero due to the penalty of allowing transmission in deeply faded channels. In this case, H * (i,j) is further modified by PHY to avoid transmission over deeply faded channels. Define H o as 
IV. TRIGGER OF CIA-MAC
As indicated in Section II, each ME measures the ICR of each neighboring BS and CIA-MAC is used at the BS when the corresponding ICR is above the trigger, Γ c . Therefore, the trigger is critical in determining whether a BS is a severe interferer or not. We will choose the trigger to maximize the throughput of the overall network rather than that of any individual link. Therefore, the optimum trigger will result in overall network throughput improvement.
From [11] , the throughput of link (i, j) can be expressed as
where p l is the transmission probability on link l and l∈Nj (1 − p l ) is the probability that none of the severe interferers of ME j transmit, i.e. successful transmission at link (i, j). R is the average transmitted bits per symbol when MAC of BS i has decided to transmit at link (i, j) and depends on modulation and power allocation policy. p F is the frame-error rate (FER) when no interferers transmit. p F is approximated by p F = 1 − (1 − p b ) L d R according to the assumption of uniform and independent error distribution in Section III and the bit-error rate (BER) is approximated by p b = P e (η), where η is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and BER function P e () depends on modulation and coding. For example, the BER for coherently detected mary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) with Gray mapping over an additive white Gaussian noise channel can be well approximated by [14] 
where G c is the coding gain and M is the modulation order.
Optimum triggers are different for MEs with different transmission and interference conditions. Observe ME 3 in Figure 1 . ME 3 wants to judge whether BS 1 is a severe interferer or not. If BS 1 is judged to be a severe interferer, it will transmit with lower probability according to Equation (3) . However, the impact of this variation to transmissions of MEs 1, 7, and 8 is unknown to ME 3. Hence, it is difficult for each ME to evaluate overall network throughput variation resulting from severe interferer judgement. In order to get a constant trigger and simplify calculations, consider a network in which each ME is severely interfered by K neighboring BSs on average. The BS of the observed ME also brings severe cochannel interference to K MEs of neighboring cells averagely. Empirical values can be assigned to K, e.g. let K = 3 based on our simulation observations when network has a reuse factor of one. From Equation (3), the transmission probability of each BS is 1 1+K .
With traditional MAC, all BSs keep on transmitting. As CIA-MAC is triggered when it achieves higher throughput than traditional MAC, we have show that trigger Γ c is Γc = 1
where R is the average number of bits transmitted per symbol in traditional MAC. From (8) , Γ c depends on SN R and BER function, both of which are known to each ME. Hence, Γ c can be easily calculated for severe interferer judgement.
For fixed modulation, R = R. The trigger is
For normal data transmission, SN R is high and P e (η) 1,
thus (9) is further simplified to be
In Figure 3 , each ME needs to determine a list of severe interferers and report it to the home BS, which requires additional ME improvement. We note that severe interferer determination can also be done at the BS using location information if changes in MEs are not desirable. In this section, we first show the relationship between trigger and SNR, verify the effectiveness of trigger, and then demonstrate CIA-MAC performance through comparison with traditional MAC and a static FFR approach. In the cellular system we simulated, each cell has radius 2 km without sectoring. Thermal noise power is −120 dB over the whole bandwidth. The carrier frequency is 900 MHz. BSs are 100 meters high with 8.2 dB antenna gain while MEs have height 1.5 meters with 2.2 dB antenna gain. Path loss is given by the urban-area Hata-Okumura model. Rayleigh fading is applied with unit average power gain. Each MAC frame has length 20 ms and consists of 1000 symbols, in which 900 carry payload. Either uncoded 4-QAM or coded 4-QAM with 8 dB coding gain is used. The coding gain can be obtained through exploitation of receiver diversity or channel coding.
A. Relationship of trigger and SNR
Assuming uncoded 4-QAM modulation, the relationship between trigger Γ and SN R is illustrated by Figure 4 for frames with different numbers of data symbols. The amount of bits transmitted per MAC frame varies and is usually very large to fully exploit link capacity [2] . Figure 4 illustrates the cases when L d is 500, 1000, and 2000 respectively. Curves without markers come from (9) while those with markers are from (10) . Figure 4 clearly shows that (10) is a good approximation of threshold for high SNR. In high-SNR region, the receiver can bear higher interference when signal power increases, yielding increasing trend of the curve. In low-SNR region, when SNR goes lower, i.e. noise power goes higher, interference needs to have stronger power to impact more on frame reception than noise. This indicates the increasing trend of the curve as SNR goes lower in low-SNR region. This also indicates that in noise-dominated region, it is better to ignore interference, as suppressing it will not provide much advantage to receiver performance.
B. Effect of the trigger
Consider a simplified cellular network in which each BS serves one user on a channel and the distance between ME and BS goes from 0 to cell radius. We compare the performance of CIA-MAC and the traditional MAC that keeps on transmitting. Each ME is severely interfered by one neighboring BS and each BS causes severe CCI to a ME in a neighboring cell. Assume uncoded 4-QAM modulation and a transmit power of 43 dBm. Figure 5(a) shows the relationship between ICR and trigger when the network has a reuse factor of either one or three and Figure 5 (b) shows corresponding throughputs of both CIA-MAC and traditional MAC. Observing these two figures, CIA-MAC is triggered when the ICR is above the trigger and achieves better throughput than traditional MAC through interference avoidance. However, the performance improvement of CIA-MAC is low when the reuse factor is three and will be even more trivial with higher reuse factor. This is because higher reuse factor results in less existence of severe interference and thus interference avoidance is less desired. Hence, we suggest that CIA-MAC is applied when the network has a low reuse factor, such as a reuse of one, which is a popular trend in next generation communication systems [2] .
C. Network Performance Improvement
We demonstrate performance in a nineteen-cell cellular network. Each BS serves one user on a channel. Users are randomly dropped and uniformly distributed in each simulation trial performance is compared through statistics of all trials.
CIA-MAC uses the whole frequency band and is implemented in two ways, either with or without cross-layer design.
Cross-layer design follows what we have proposed. In CIA-MAC without cross-layer design, each BS transmits randomly with probability in Equation (3) and independently of channel states. We compare CIA-MAC with two schemes. The first one is the traditional MAC that keeps all BSs transmitting on all frequency band. The second is a simple static FFR. In the FFR, cell-center users transmit over the whole frequency band. For cell-edge communication, the overall frequency band is equally divided into three subbands, f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 , and users are assigned one of them to avoid CCI, i.e. cell-edge has 1 3 frequency reuse. We compare SINR and throughput in the center cell. All BSs allocate the transmit power to maintain a constant SNR in each trial.
In Figure 6 , we compare average throughput when targeted SNR has different values. For each SNR value, the throughput is averaged over 50, 000 trials. From the figure, for a system with uncoded 4-QAM, traditional scheme has no throughput improvement when SNR is increased. This is because with increased SNR requirement, transmit powers of neighboring BSs also increase, resulting in stronger interference and trivial SINR improvement. This indicates the necessity of tackling CCI for this highly aggressive frequency reuse scenario. Through frequency reuse at cell edges, FFR successfully reduces interference. With FFR, the average SINR improves as SNR increases and thus higher throughput is obtained. However, in the low-SNR region, interference significantly affects frame reception due to weak signal power and even with frequency reuse at cell edges, FFR still suffers from neighboring-cell interference. In the low-SNR region, CIA-MAC significantly outperforms FFR, especially the one with cross-layer design. This is due to interference avoidance and usage of all frequency band in CIA-MAC. With cross-layer design, transmission happens only with high channel power gain, which further improves throughput as compared with the one without cross-layer design. However, similar to traditional MAC, CIA-MAC also suffers a saturation effect in high-SNR region, i.e. increasing transmit power does not necessarily result in improving throughput due to proportionally increased interference power. With 8 dB coding gain, mobiles can mitigate a large portion of interference and all the schemes have significant performance enhancement. We note that our proposed scheme, both with and without cross-layer design, still outperform traditional MAC comprehensively due to intelligent recognition of severe interferers for interference avoidance. The throughput of FFR increases with SNR in the low-SNR region due to increased SINR. In the high-SNR region, FFR throughput does no improve with SNR since all frames have been correctly received. However, in the high-SNR region, FFR performs not as well as the proposed CIA-MAC due to its low spectrum reuse efficiency at cell edges. Figure 7 further demonstrates this point. In Figure 7 , each BS allocates power to maintain a 9 dB received SNR and the coding gains of all MEs are increased from 0 dB to 15 dB. We can observe that CIA-MAC always outperforms the traditional MAC. With higher and higher coding gain, interference will have less and less impact on frame reception, which results in fewer and fewer judgements of severe interferers. Hence, with high coding gain, the performance of CIA-MAC and traditional MAC tend to be the same. The static FFR suffers performance loss for low frequency-reuse efficiency at cell edges in high-coding-gain region. Dynamic FFR schemes can be used to further improve frequency-reuse efficiency at the cost of higher network deployment complexity. This paper provides a low-cost solution to improve performance for cell-edge MEs that are experiencing severe CCI in wireless cellular networks. The proposed CIA-MAC requires semi-static information exchange amongst BSs and automatically randomizes transmission to improve QoS for severely interfered MEs. The principle for triggering CIA-MAC is investigated and two simple trigger mechanisms are described. The proposed scheme significantly improves communication performance for MEs experiencing severe CCI because of intelligent recognition of severe interferers and corresponding interference avoidance. For simplicity, we have not considered traffic characteristics yet, which influence MAC buffer status and thus its transmission probability. Hence, thresholds need to be redesigned to incorporate traffic characteristics in our future research. Besides, reservation based CIA-MAC as well as multi-channel extensions may be designed to further enhance network performance.
